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Jeron Adds Enterprise Application Specialist to Healthcare
Team
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
NILES, IL – March 9 – Supporting Jeron’s healthcare customers and multisite facilities’ nurse call implementations, Jeron is excited to welcome Jim
Kirby to the Provider® Nurse Call team as the Enterprise Application
Specialist. Jim comes to Jeron with more than 35 years of experience in
portfolio and enterprise-based acute and ambulatory software solutions. He
has overseen all aspects of system sales, design, and implementation of
enterprise nurse call IT solutions.
Sean Doherty, Jeron’s National Sales Manager remarks, “With the addition
of Jim to our team, we can further support healthcare facilities in leveraging their investments in
infrastructure and mobile technology to positively affect the patient and staff experience.” Sean
continued, “With hospital staff shortages, Jeron’s Provider Nurse Call goes well beyond basic alerting
functionality with streamlined workflow, communications, and reporting features to enable caregivers
to spend more time with patients.”
Jim will support the sales and implementation of the highly flexible and scalable integrated solutions
available with Jeron’s Provider® Nurse Call Systems to drive tangible benefits for both clinicians and
patients within a myriad of healthcare settings. For Jeron’s channel partners, Jim will oversee best
practices in Provider Nurse Call and complementary technology implementation to leverage an
organization’s LAN/WAN infrastructure and data center investments.

ABOUT JERON ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS, INC: A leader in communications systems for the healthcare and
life safety industries, Jeron is the engineering and manufacturing force behind Provider® Nurse Call and ProAlert™ Area of Rescue Systems.
Jeron’s Provider Nurse Call Systems utilizes the latest networking, database, and server technology to give
healthcare facilities customized solutions that will exceed expectations. Some of the leading technology
integrated into the Provider platform includes: Voice over IP digital audio, Active Directory, fiber networking,
virtual server support, SQL databases, and cross-platform Provider integration. Provider Systems includes all of
this integrated technology with no recurring software maintenance costs.
These systems facilitate communications, help speed response times and integrate with a wide spectrum of
alerting and notification technologies, all focused on delivering the highest levels of safety. Jeron has earned a
solid reputation for innovation, quality and service. Jeron products are engineered and manufactured in the
USA. For more information, please visit us at www.jeron.com.

